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B.S.P.W. Club awards nursing scholarship; holds news clinic

B.S.P.W. awarded scholarship to Annette Brown

News clinic held by B.S.P.W. Club

B.P.W. Club awards nursing scholarship in memory of Mrs. E. Mikell

The Bulloch County Bank

Farm Bureau

Farm Bureau

West Side to hold queen and talent program at F.B. meeting on May 23

G.T.C. Warehouse to Be Completed Soon

Actual Operation To Begin June 1

Sensational Special Purchase Sale

Nationally Advertised TROPICAL WEIGHT

MEN'S SUITS

$39.00

Safeguard Your Furs

Store Them Now!

Call Us Today for Complete Furs Service

We will package your furs, clean, store and protect them in our air conditioned vault before sending to our custom sealers so that they will be in perfect condition and ready for wear on your return.

Minkovitz

Statesboro, Georgia

Safeguard Your Furs

STORE THEM NOW!

CALL US TODAY FOR COMPLETE FUR SERVICE

We will package your furs, clean, store and protect them in our air conditioned vault before sending to our custom sealers so that they will be in perfect condition and ready for wear on your return.

Minkovitz

Statesboro, Georgia
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60,000,000 sleep recordings

11 years of research PROVES

SOUNDER SLEEP

with Simmons Wonderful BEAUTYREST

You get a lift in living...when you live with good taste...

For the first time scientists have fully explored sleep-and shows the way to better rest. For many people they use to sleep in a healthy state. All sleeping areas or mattresses were tested through the world in a wide variety of research. The results showed that the Simmons product, which have been used in the tests, are in all other words.

Bowen Furniture Company

16 South Main St. Phone 4-3414 Statesboro, Georgia
They're yours FREE 2 SYLVANIA Softlight
PEARL-PINK LIGHT RULES
FOR JUST TWO MINUTES OF YOUR TIME
to see a demonstration of the eye-comfort that is yours with
SYLVANIA TV with HALOLIGHT®
The Price of Satisfaction. That's Bound To Your Eyes

CONSOLE MODEL
$339.95

This Offer Good Only
Less $10.00 Discount
May 2—May 3—May 4

Curtis Youngblood Company
West Main St. Statesboro... Phone 4-5594
In PORTAL Phone Union 5-6251

CAR LOAD SALE!
Just Like Buying Wholesale
now at its...

LOWEST PRICE
GENERAL ELECTRIC 10-CU.-FOOT UPRIGHT FOOD FREEZER
only $229.95

The RANGE you WANT
at the PRICE you WANT
BIG GENERAL ELECTRIC
40" SPEED COOKING RANGE

SAVE $91.95!
DOUBLE OVEN RANGE
BIG 48" GENERAL ELECTRIC RANGE
WAS $390.95
NOW REDUCED TO
$268.00

Removable Oven Door,
Thinline Air Conditioner
only $199.95

Beat the Heat!
REMEMBER LAST SUMMER??

Curtis Youngblood Company
37 West Main St., Statesboro, Phone 4-5594 • In PORTAL Phone Union 5-6251
The big things you want cost less in a Mercury Monterey!

YOU MUST PAY OVER $50 MORE to get a 6-speed transmission matched against any competition car. And Murray's standard 185 transmission is now available in any competitive car. The transmissioninal is 5.40 to 1 close to the highest you can get in any car.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $100 MORE to match the Murray's standard engine in any competitive car. And the Murray's standard engine will be $100 cheaper.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $150 MORE to get any other car with 180° sway bar, 200° front suspension, plus Murray's price on all other cars. You can get Murray's hardtop, a true 5-passenger sedan, at all Murray dealers.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $300 MORE to match Murray's standard 200 suspension in any competitive car. And the Murray's standard suspension will be $300 cheaper.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $500 MORE to match Murray's standard 255HP on your engine. Murray's standard engine will be $500 cheaper.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $1,000 MORE to match Murray's standard 300HP on your engine. Murray's standard engine will be $1,000 cheaper.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $5,000 MORE to match Murray's standard 600HP engine. Murray's standard engine will be $5,000 cheaper.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $10,000 MORE to match Murray's standard 1,000HP engine. Murray's standard engine will be $10,000 cheaper.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $20,000 MORE to match Murray's standard 2,000HP engine. Murray's standard engine will be $20,000 cheaper.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $30,000 MORE to match Murray's standard 3,000HP engine. Murray's standard engine will be $30,000 cheaper.

YOu MUST PAY OVER $50,000 MORE to match Murray's standard 5,000HP engine. Murray's standard engine will be $50,000 cheaper.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $100,000 MORE to match Murray's standard 10,000HP engine. Murray's standard engine will be $100,000 cheaper.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $200,000 MORE to match Murray's standard 20,000HP engine. Murray's standard engine will be $200,000 cheaper.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $300,000 MORE to match Murray's standard 30,000HP engine. Murray's standard engine will be $300,000 cheaper.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $500,000 MORE to match Murray's standard 50,000HP engine. Murray's standard engine will be $500,000 cheaper.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $1,000,000 MORE to match Murray's standard 100,000HP engine. Murray's standard engine will be $1,000,000 cheaper.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $2,000,000 MORE to match Murray's standard 200,000HP engine. Murray's standard engine will be $2,000,000 cheaper.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $3,000,000 MORE to match Murray's standard 300,000HP engine. Murray's standard engine will be $3,000,000 cheaper.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $5,000,000 MORE to match Murray's standard 500,000HP engine. Murray's standard engine will be $5,000,000 cheaper.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $10,000,000 MORE to match Murray's standard 1,000,000HP engine. Murray's standard engine will be $10,000,000 cheaper.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $20,000,000 MORE to match Murray's standard 2,000,000HP engine. Murray's standard engine will be $20,000,000 cheaper.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $30,000,000 MORE to match Murray's standard 3,000,000HP engine. Murray's standard engine will be $30,000,000 cheaper.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $50,000,000 MORE to match Murray's standard 5,000,000HP engine. Murray's standard engine will be $50,000,000 cheaper.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $100,000,000 MORE to match Murray's standard 10,000,000HP engine. Murray's standard engine will be $100,000,000 cheaper.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $200,000,000 MORE to match Murray's standard 20,000,000HP engine. Murray's standard engine will be $200,000,000 cheaper.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $300,000,000 MORE to match Murray's standard 30,000,000HP engine. Murray's standard engine will be $300,000,000 cheaper.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $500,000,000 MORE to match Murray's standard 50,000,000HP engine. Murray's standard engine will be $500,000,000 cheaper.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $1,000,000,000 MORE to match Murray's standard 100,000,000HP engine. Murray's standard engine will be $1,000,000,000 cheaper.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $2,000,000,000 MORE to match Murray's standard 200,000,000HP engine. Murray's standard engine will be $2,000,000,000 cheaper.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $3,000,000,000 MORE to match Murray's standard 300,000,000HP engine. Murray's standard engine will be $3,000,000,000 cheaper.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $5,000,000,000 MORE to match Murray's standard 500,000,000HP engine. Murray's standard engine will be $5,000,000,000 cheaper.

YOU MUST PAY OVER $10,000,000,000 MORE to match Murray's standard 1,000,000,000HP engine. Murray's standard engine will be $10,000,000,000 cheaper.
Your Health Is Your Wealth. In or Out, Start Now.

The famous quality of Coca-Cola... now in King-Size too!

Coca-Cola

Your're thinking of going to the store?

NATH HOLLEMAN SERVICE STATION

-breast Spot

416 Main Street

A NEW STATION

GRAND OPENING DAYS

The Brightest Spot

THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY

May 2 - May 3 - May 4

May 4

Come In During Our Grand Opening and Receive FREE Your Flashlight Less Batteries With the Purchase of 10 Gallons of Gasoline.

The Ford is longer for '57

Ford is longer...